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The South Atlantic State/Federal Management Board of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission convened in the Edison Ballroom of the Westin Hotel, Alexandria, Virginia, February 2, 2017, and was called to order at 1:19 o’clock p.m. by Chairman Jim Estes.

**CALL TO ORDER**

CHAIRMAN JIM ESTES: I would like to open up the South Atlantic State/Federal Fisheries Management Board. My name is Jim Estes; I’m the Administrative Proxy from the state of Florida, and I’ll be facilitating this meeting today.

**APPROVAL OF AGENDA**

CHAIRMAN ESTES: You all should have received an agenda. Are there any suggested changes to the agenda? Seeing none; are there any objections to approving the agenda? Seeing none; the agenda is approved by consent.

**APPROVAL OF PROCEEDINGS**

CHAIRMAN ESTES: You also should have received proceedings from our October meeting. Are there any suggested edits or changes to those proceedings? Is there any objection to approving those proceedings? Seeing none; they are approved by consent.

**PUBLIC COMMENT**

CHAIRMAN ESTES: We don’t have anyone right now signed up for public comment. Is there anybody in the audience that would like to make public comment, although there are not that many people out there?

Seeing none; we’ll go on to Item 4. What we’re going to do here is we’re going to have, similar to what we did in the menhaden board meeting last night, although I hope it’s not going to take near as long. We’re going to talk a little bit about cobia and have a presentation by Dr. Daniel. Then we’re going to go and try to give some advice to the Plan Development Team. Before we do that maybe we can talk about, we had a recent closure cobia fishery; and maybe we could have Jack talk about that for just a minute.

**RECENT CLOSURE OF COBIA FISHERY**

DR. JACK McGOVERN: As you know on January 24th, we closed federal waters to recreational harvest of cobia. The reason why we closed federal waters is last year the recreational annual catch limit of 630,000 pounds was exceeded. Landings were more than double the recreational ACL. We have an accountability measure that if the recreational ACL is exceeded then the length of the following fishing season is shortened; to achieve the annual catch target, which is 500,000 pounds.

Now I need to make it clear that state and federal landings count towards the ACL; and in this case most of the cobia landings occur in state waters, about 87 percent. Based on current state regulations, and there are a couple of states that don’t have the same regulations as the federal regulations.

We expected that the total ACL for 2017, which is 620,000 pounds, would be met in just state waters alone. That meant that there is not enough quota left over for federal water. For that reason we closed harvest to recreational harvest of cobia in federal waters. Now if the states were to adopt more conservative management measures, we could reopen federal waters for cobia. That is a short explanation of why we closed recreational harvest in federal waters.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Yes, Malcolm.

DR. MALCOLM RHODES: Just to follow up on that. If this year with the federal waters being closed Georgia, South Carolina, and further up north will be closed. Last year we had a June 24th closure in federal waters; and obviously those states didn’t catch any more. But we still had 130 or 140 percent of the total allowable catch caught in the fourth wave, so July and August. If that were to occur, so that was all state waters, if we had that same scenario play
out this year, would we be faced with the same coastwide closure again next year?

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Yes sir, go ahead.

DR. McGOVERN: If we exceed the annual catch limit this year of 620,000 pounds in state and federal waters, the accountability measure would be triggered once again. There could be closure of federal waters; but it depends. It depends on what the state regulations are, and so that remains to be seen.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: I think that highlights the importance of what we’re doing; at least what we’re starting today maybe. I know that probably in the state of Georgia and the state of South Carolina, they don’t have many fish caught in state waters; and so their fishery is going to be essentially closed, unless something else happens.

As we go through talking about cobia. I think we’re going to do this in two steps. I think Dr. Daniel is going to talk about the public comment that we received, and then I think we’re going to go through one by one the issues; so that we can provide some guidance to the PDT. When we do that I would like to do that without lots of parliamentary procedure.

I would like to probably get some consent on the things that we should add in there, so just be thinking about that. Also be thinking about the time. If we start going down a rabbit hole, I’m probably going to assign some workgroups, some work outside the meeting. With that Dr. Daniel, if you would like to start.

PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY OF THE DRAFT COBIA PUBLIC INFORMATION DOCUMENT

DR. LOUIS B. DANIEL: Hello South Atlantic Board. I am Louis Daniel; I am the Plan Coordinator for the cobia fishery management plan. What I would like to do is briefly go through the public comment summary that we received from a series of meetings and written comments received on the PID for cobia.

REVIEW PUBLIC COMMENT

DR. DANIEL: We held five public meetings from Virginia to Florida; two in North Carolina with about 60 participants that attended the meetings and 16 written comments. I do want to let you know that all of the written comments are contained in your briefing book; so that if you would like to review those at your leisure. I am not going to go over individual comments.

To try to summarize some of this and move through it as quickly as I can, two specific issues dominated concerns expressed related to the cobia management. The first issue was the reliability and representative nature of the MRIP landing estimates. This issue was brought up at virtually all of the public meetings; and was discussed at the Advisory Panel meeting as well.

The other primary issue was related to the genetics analysis used to distinguish between Gulf and Atlantic migratory group cobia. We can get into that in more detail if you would like, but that could be a lengthy discussion. Suffice it to say that the information currently being used in the South Atlantic Plan is considered best available. What I would like to do is go through the various issues that we received public comment on; and go through those. First on the nature of Complementary Management with the Council, the public meetings and written comments were essentially split on developing a complementary plan.

Those that were opposed were primarily concerned with the stock boundary, believing that Florida should be included; and the intent and purpose there being that it would result in a large quota for the entire east coast. That seemed to be the primary opposition to a complementary plan. They also were concerned that the ASMFC would have no ability to change the catch limits. That is dependent completely on the council process.
The supporters focused on providing states flexibility to manage their specific fisheries. The comments related to what federal management measures should be required were not provided. They may have been had this occurred before the public meetings; the closure. But for our meetings we didn’t receive a lot of comment back on that issue.

States to be included in the management unit can be inferred by concerns expressed with the genetic data. As I said, the South Atlantic currently manages the Atlantic Migratory Group Cobia as the Georgia/Florida line to New York; and that seems to be based on the best available information, whereas those that don’t concur with the current genetic analysis would like to see that management unit include the state of Florida.

Issue 2, Management Goals and Objectives; there were specific comments supporting long-term sustainability. Those in support of ASMFC management liked the flexibility that it provides the states; and comments supported a strategy to manage cobia as primarily a recreational fishery. But there was still strong interest in maintaining the commercial bycatch fishery as it exists.

There was also support for improving data collection. There seemed to be a lot of interest, particularly in the South Carolina meeting on all the data that’s being collected; and a lot of interest and excitement about the tagging workshops and the tagging work that’s being done, and the information that’s being collected.

One clear theme was the long-term management regime, so that they don’t have these annual changes in the fishery; especially in the for-hire charter sector, which this fishery is important to. These closures can have significant impacts on charters that have booked trips prior to a closure. Issue 3; Discuss Coastwide, Regional or State-by-State Management.

Again, most of the commenter’s supported state-by-state allocation whether they supported an ASMFC plan or not. There was concern with the coastwide quota and the closure impacts; particularly those on the tail end of the migratory range. On Issue 4, the Recreational Management Tools, there was general support for size and bag limits.

There was a lot of discussion about a lot of different types of options, such as circle hooks, slot limits, prohibiting gaffs and spears and bang sticks. Making specific allowances for the pier fishery, those are issues that if you would like to develop those further we can do that. There was general interest in addressing catches north of Virginia through some sort of de minimis approach. There was a lot of discussion about this year’s landings in Maryland. They don’t seem to have been that high based on the landings information, but that did raise some red flags to the public. Commercial Management Tools, there were very few specific commercial comments. Most agreed to maintain the current bycatch allowance; and one specific suggestion from one commercial person was that they would like to see all the landings be reported in whole weight, so that there are not differences. Some are landed in whole weight, some are landed in gutted weight, and that creates an issue for them.

ADVISORY PANEL REPORT

DR. DANIEL: Our Multispecies Advisory Panel met; had a great meeting with that group. I want to go through and just go through the general consensus statements that they made; for your information. On Issue 1 they supported ASMFC development of a complementary FMP for cobia. These were all by consensus.

For Issue 2, they expressed specific need for a long-term management regime conservatively developed, so as to avoid and minimize annual mid-season changes or closures. They specifically support improved information gathering to reduce uncertainty associated with
current landing estimates; and impart more confidence in the assessment process.

They also recommend the development of specific biological sampling requirements in the plan. In Issue 3, they had no specific comments. They indicated they would like to have an opportunity to provide comments on specific measures as the plan is developed. Likewise in Issue 4 and 5, they were waiting. But they did want to indicate to the board that if you are thinking circle hooks, think offset circle hooks, as opposed to the non-offset circle hooks if you’re going to go in that direction.

They also brought up a concern about informing stakeholders of the mercury issues that have arisen with larger cobia. Those were the general comments, the public comments received in written and oral form; as well as the Advisory Panel discussion. Real quickly I wanted to run through the current South Atlantic provisions; to give you a way to see where we are at the moment with the one fish recreational bag limit, a 36 inch size limit.

The commercial harvest is limited to two fish per person or six per vessel. As Jack indicated the federal waters closure effective January 24, 2017. Most of the states will be developing or are developing management measures to possibly reduce harvest of cobia this year when their fishery begins; typically for us sometime in March or April probably in the southern part of the state.

That is kind of where we are with that Mr. Chairman, overall public comment summary, mixed opinion on development of a complementary plan, support presumes acceptance of the current genetic analysis and stock boundaries developed by the Council. Also recognize that further investigations into cobia genetics and migratory patterns are ongoing and may change. Any questions, I will be glad to take them.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Questions for Dr. Daniel, hold your powder if you’re starting to make some suggestions. Let’s do the questions first if we could. Michelle.

DR. MICHELLE DUVAL: Just to add to what Dr. Daniel provided. Just to let folks know the other provision in Framework Amendment 4 that the South Atlantic Council approved in September of last year was a six fish vessel limit; our recreational sector as well. One per person up to six per vessel, and I guess I would look to Dr. McGovern; but I believe that the proposed rule for that amendment is in this regulatory limbo right now.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Jack.

DR. McGOVERN: Dr. Duval is correct.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Robert.

MR. ROBERT BOYLES: Dr. Daniel, thank you for that great presentation. Talk to me a little bit about the mercury issue. We’ve got a lot of experience with aquaculture of cobia; a very fast growing species. Tell me a little bit more about some of the concerns about mercury, please.

DR. DANIEL: Yes sir, that was a concern that was raised by one of the AP members that he had read that there was a concern with mercury in cobia. I have not personally looked into that issue. I too am familiar, especially with the king mackerel fishery, when that arose eight, ten years ago; and the concerns that were raised there. I have not ever seen cobia listed on the mix, but I think if we can look into it and address that for the Advisors and for the folks that raised that. But I’m not aware of them being a concern as a result of their longevity. I have the same question.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Wilson.

DR. WILSON LANEY: Thank you, Louis for the presentation. Did we have any updated insight as to when the ongoing genetic studies are going to completed and we would have new genetic information?
DR. DANIEL: There was recently a workshop at VIMS, Virginia Institute of Marine Science brought together a lot of folks that are looking at different conventional tagging, satellite tagging, collecting samples for genetic research; to try to address some of the questions, concerns that linger, in regard to the genetic analysis that’s been done separating out the two different stocks.

There has been the expectation that the data collections are going to occur this spring. They are still working on some of those, Wilson. Those fish haven’t shown up yet. The hope is to get some samples from the various folks that have agreed to take them this year, get those to the investigators, and get those analyzed. We’re looking at probably a year and a half before that data is prepared and analyzed and ready for primetime.

That sort of fits in with the stock assessment schedule at this particular moment; to where we would have the new genetic analysis and the new stock assessment going on at about the same time, probably looking at a year and a half from now. That was the latest that I received, so there may be some updates to that. But as far as I know that is up-to-date.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Any more questions about the comments that we received? If not, do we have a series of slides that we can go through each one of these issues?

DR. DANIEL: Yes sir, I am ready to take you through it when you’re ready.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Let’s roll.

**PROVIDE GUIDANCE TO THE PLAN DEVELOPMENT TEAM FOR THE DRAFT COBIA FMP**

DR. DANIEL: We’re going to go through these. What we’ve done is put together a series of slides that look similar to the management issues contained in the PID; to try to give you an opportunity to provide input and guidance to the staff, on how you would like to move forward with the plan. For Issue 1, Complementary Management with the Councils. The primary question I guess on the table is does the Commission want to continue development of a complementary FMP to the South Atlantic’s Coastal Migratory Pelagics FMP?

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Yes, Robert.

MR. BOYLES: Yes.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Yes, Michelle.

DR. DUVAL: I agree with Robert.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Yes, Robert.

MR. BOYLES: Do you need a motion, Mr. Chairman? I’m going off your comment that said you would prefer to just have the conversation. I’m happy to make that in the form of a motion if you would like.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: I don’t think that we need it, as long as we can make sure that we include that as an option in the document. Is that correct, Louis?

DR. DANIEL: Yes sir, if this is the direction of the Board we will begin developing the complementary FMP with the South Atlantic.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Okay and I think we had already made a motion about that some time ago, we’re just redoing it right now I think, so if you want to go on to the next issue.

DR. DANIEL: Sure, the next issue is: What Federal Management Measures Should Be Required in the Commission Plan? We have some sub-bullets there on should the Commission follow the federal quotas and should the Commission close, state waters close when the ACL is met?

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Reaction to that Robert.
MR. BOYLES: Yes and Yes.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Any other reaction? Michelle.

DR. DUVAL: I see the Council’s plan as being sort of an umbrella that kind of sets a ceiling; in terms of regulations. I mean I think we did hear some different things at public comment with regard to specifics of what types of gears might or might not be allowed. I think those are questions better left to the states.

Should the Commission follow the federal quotas, yes with a complementary plan? I would agree I guess in terms of does the Commission close state waters when the ACL is met. I think what we’re trying to do here is get something that is flexible to allow for the fact that you have some states within the region whereby their landings are occurring mostly in federal waters; and you have other states whereby the majority of harvest is occurring in state waters. I know for the weakfish plan that we have, the Commission requests the National Marine Fisheries Service to implement some complementary regulations in federal waters.

I’m hoping that might be the kind of approach that we could take here. The actions taken by the South Atlantic Council were to try to put some management measures in place that would not so severely impact the fishing public; particularly in regards to the accountability measures down the road. But I feel like if we could take that similar type of weakfish approach that could help out states like Georgia and South Carolina that the Council would be certainly amendable to that.

Because I recognize the significant economic impact that states to the south of North Carolina are feeling with the federal waters closure. That is a long wined way of saying; I’m hoping that we can implement something similar in that regard that would not necessarily require a closure of state waters when federal waters are closed.

I guess I’m thinking about sort of the red snapper situation in the Gulf of Mexico, where you have states that are implementing state waters measures. The federal government looks at those measures and makes a calculation as to how long federal waters can then stay open. I think we’re trying to find a way to accommodate everybody here.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Okay let me see if I understand. I think what you’re saying, as far as the closing when the ACL is met; you want to see some flexibility in this plan, or some options about some flexibility. Is that what I’m hearing?

DR. DUVAL: In a nutshell, yes.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Okay Rob and then Robert.

MR. ROB O’REILLY: Thank you I’ll say, Mr. Chairman; and then from now on I’ll be less formal. But I just wonder. Michelle’s reference of course goes back to 1995 when the infamous Judge Doumar prompted that situation of complementary management with the Feds. But what I’m wondering is, since I’m not tied to the South Atlantic Council very closely or to SERO, do we know what they want?

What do they want, how do they want to go forward here? Three meetings ago a decision was made for complementary; so I understand that. But does that mean that there will just be the ACLs and the accountability measures and ASMFC is going to be taking care of other aspects; not quite like when red drum was turned over to the ASMFC.

Because we don’t have the counselor or NMFS setting any type of quotas for red drum or anything like that. I have not attended this board meeting for a little while. But I have gone down to the South Atlantic Council a few times, and I just wonder where that emphasis is on the other end of this. Maybe Louis knows or Michelle knows.
DR. DUVAL: I’m sorry, Rob. Could you repeat the last part of the question? I was side-barring with John Carmichael here.

MR. O’REILLY: That’s a worthy sidebar. I guess I’m wondering. We’re talking about the ASMFC situation here, and we’re going to unveil that and all the parameters. What is SERO saying and what is the South Atlantic Council saying; as far as what their expectations are of complementary management, because I do not know that.

DR. DUVAL: That’s what started us down this road was a request from the Council that the ASMFC consider some form of complementary of joint management for cobia; given that the majority of the harvest is occurring within state waters.

I think speaking on behalf of the Council; our interest is in just setting some basic parameters that the states could then have the flexibility within that to manage their state waters fisheries. We don’t want to try to dictate that. Obviously we’re in a bit of a difficult situation for 2017, trying to find some management structure that is going to be flexible enough that the states can operate within.

MR. BOYLES: Reference is made to 2016 fishing year. The fishery closed on June the 24th. Can somebody state for me the record please, the catch of cobia in Waves 4. The latest data we’ve got, Waves 4 and 5, and potentially 6.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Dr. Daniel, do you have that? You don’t have it memorized do you?

DR. DANIEL: If I can get to it before John does.

MR. JOHN CARMICHAEL: I have the table if you would like me to say. I had numbers here through Wave 4 for 2016; it was 830,000 pounds landed in Wave 4 in North Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Robert, follow up and then Rob and then Lynn.

MR. BOYLES: I think some of the nuances here are challenging for all of us. But I think when I look at the issue here, particularly with respect to the 2017 closure, it seems clear to me that we have got to find a way to constrain the catch. Recognizing that it is, I guess I would call it a multi-modal fishery; some of our fisheries exist primarily in federal waters, some of us in state waters.

I just think it is very, very important that we recognize here the objective is to constrain the catch while maximizing access. That is my interest. That is why I answered those questions so emphatically. I think we should follow the federal quota. I think we should have some provisions to manage that quota in such a way that we don’t see these overages continue to pile up year after year after year.

My anglers, quite frankly, are asking. We closed in June as we do, as a matter of policy and statute, South Carolina state waters; and yet we had tremendous catches Wave 4, and I understand Wave 5 as well; Wave 6 data is still outstanding. I just think it is important that we recognize what we are trying to accomplish here.

MR. O’REILLY: Before I talk about what Robert just said, I would like to say that Mike Larkin sent us the Virginia data alone, so 935,997. Wave 4 was really powerful; it was probably two-thirds of the total. It should be obvious that being in Virginia wondering what the heck is going on two years in a row, and that there is a bit of discomfort on my part that has lingered for quite a while now when I see that Georgia is 100 percent in the federal waters, and South Carolina the last couple years have moved more towards that.

North Carolina has a history of up and down with the federal waters, and Virginia in the last few years is strictly state waters. Having said that and sort of wishful thinking that it could be improved quickly. We do need to do something about the catch. That has to be very concentrated, because Michelle, at the last
South Atlantic Council meeting I attended, stated that she’s not sure why the Virginia harvest was so high; because the measures that we had were more conservative than what were taken in North Carolina.

We have to look at that again. That is going to be a public hearing on March 28th, and my hope is that Commission in Virginia can be convinced that unlike some of the public when they saw the federal waters closure, they thought, oh the states get to do what they want. But I think our Commission will be advised quite differently; and that Wave 4 is powerful.

MS. LYNN FEGLEY: Yes, I just want to go on the record to say that we agree that the Commission should follow the federal quotas. But on the topic of closing state waters when the ACL is met, and you know part of this may get into however this thing is allocated, but as a state that sits on the northern fringe of this thing, it does concern me a little bit about access for the northerly anglers and anglers in the Bay.

We don’t see a lot of these fish, but when we see them they’re important. I would hate to find ourselves in the situation where all state waters close and these northern states, Maryland and north haven’t even had a chance to have access to the fish. I don’t know, along the lines of what Michelle was saying, if there is some further development we could do to how we manage closing and how we manage the ACL. I think that would be worthwhile.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: We need to move on here, so Dr. Daniel did you get enough gist there from the discussion to provide some options?

DR. DANIEL: I believe I did, so thank you.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: If you would like to continue.

DR. DANIEL: Where we’re working with the Council staff and folks to develop the issues.

The next is the states being involved in the management unit. Again, should the Plan provide the flexibility to make changes to the management stock units to reflect changes in the science? This was an issue that was viewed as favorable by most folks.

Recognizing that if there is a change in the science that we would be flexible enough to make those changes in the Plan; and just making sure that the Board is in agreement that the current management unit that we’ll be operating under is the Georgia/Florida line to New York boundary.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Do we have agreement on that? Anyone disagree with that right now? Okay we can go forward.

DR. DANIEL: Management Issue 2 is a lot of just providing the objectives for the plan. But we have a series of bullets here that I’ll review, as to make certain that this is your intent and purpose in developing this plan; to achieve long-term sustainability, to strive for consistent coastwide measures while allowing flexibility for alternative strategies, reach the FMP objectives, sustainable fisheries, maximize cost effectiveness, and long term management regime to minimize or eliminate annual modifications to management.

Some of those you heard repeated by the Advisors and the public, and those are their desires for the management goals and objectives. I would ask if those are acceptable to the board or if there are others that you would like to add or modify.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Mr. Boyles.

MR. BOYLES: Dr. Daniel, I think those are good. I would suggest from my perspective, recognizing the rather unique temporal nature of this fishery and that fish show up down south before they show up further north. If we can do it, I think we should have something in there to provide equitable access.
I want to be very, very clear. You know it is not our interest, not my interest in trying to hog the fish. I think what I would like to be able to provide is equitable access to the resource for the anglers in the southern range, recognizing that this appears to be a growing fishery; certainly a growing interest in the fishery. I would like to see that somehow captured in the objective.

DR. DANIEL: Yes sir.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Michelle.

DR. DUVAL: I agree with Robert a hundred percent.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: If we add that idea in here, is there anything up here on the board that anybody disagrees with? Malcolm.

DR. RHODES: Isn’t that what we’ll be facing with Management Issue 3, where we’re doing regional, seasonal state-by-state allocation? I think we’ll be pouring over that time after time in the next issue. I think this is great, trying to establish what we want to do. In the next one we’ll be looking how we establish that ACL, or how we utilize the ACL; if I’m reading the document correctly.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Yes, I think you’re correct.

MR. O’REILLY: About the flexibility. At some point I would suppose that that would be addressed on how it can be flexible. In other words, there is not a framework situation, but there needs to be something almost like an in-season, but not quite adjustment to accomplish the variability in the movements of this stock.

I don’t know how that would be, but at some point that needs to be talked about, because you don’t want to wait until the next year and then have to go through a process to make a change. You want that change to be already part of the plan early. Does that make a little sense?

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Yes, I’m assuming that we’ll get into those options, Toni?

MS. TONI KERNS: I guess I just have a question for the Board. Bullet Number 2 is Strive for Consistent Coastwide Measures While Allowing for Flexibility for Alternative Strategies. But what I’m hearing you all tell me is that the fish move up the coast at a different time period, and that you’re getting to those fish in a different time period, and that you’re wanting flexibility to have different regulations. I just want to make sure that it is the intention to really, truly strive for consistent coastwide measures. If it’s not, then maybe that should not be a goal or objective of the plan.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Robert and then Pat.

MR. BOYLES: Toni, I’m not sure they move up and down the coast. I think they arrive in various locations at different times. I think what my interest is in, if we had a magic wand, South Carolina has been somewhere 10, 12 percent of the total coastwide catch. I would love to try to say make a play that we could use more of that.

But I think if we can find a way to sustain this resource; recognizing the changing nature that some fisheries are being caught in state waters, some in federal waters. I mean my interest is, how do we share the pie and how do we do it equitably? “Consistency is the last refuge of the unimaginative,” said Oscar Wilde. I’m not sure I’m as interested in consistency as I am in access.

MS. KERNS: Robert, I wasn’t asking the question to add the goal that you were asking for. I more just wanted to know if we are truly striving for consistent coastwide measures; because it’s a goal and objective of the plan right now. If that’s not what the Board is trying to do, should we be taking that out to the public? As the PDT develops the FMP, they’ll be using that in these goals and objectives to help them craft the measures; and so just trying to
provide as much clear guidance to them as possible.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Let me go to Pat first, and then let me try to summarize or make a suggestion.

MR. PAT GEER: My thought on the consistent coastwide measures would be things like, and correct me if I’m wrong, bag limits, vessel and size limits as well and maybe as far as legal gears as well. I think to me that is kind of important that we all have similar measures. Those are the consistent measures we’re looking at.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: I think what I hear is I think that there are some things that are important but the consistency sounds like it may not be as important as some things. What it says now is that we’re going to strive for consistent coastwide measures. It doesn’t mean that we’re going to necessarily achieve them. Is it all right how we have it now or do we want to change it?

MR. O’REILLY: I guess a lot of it depends on, we’re going to be controlling landings right on a state-specific basis, so it may not be an issue. Once the pie that Robert is talking about, however that looks at its inception is one thing. What’s more important is the ability to make sure that you have the flexibility; which is in here as part of that management scenario, because things will change. You have to adapt to that. I was talking about that more than anything else, because it does look as if at least from the start of this in 2018 that everyone will know through process of arbitration among the states, what their share of that pie is going to be. Then it is important after that to make sure that there can be adjustments; and that the adjustments don’t have to take a year or two years.

MS. KATHY KNOWLTON: I think you might be able to get through this one by changing the wording to say, strive for flexible coastwide measures, thus allowing for alternative strategies to reach the FMP objectives.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Does anybody have a problem with that? Okay seeing none; that is enough direction I think, Louis on that Issue 2.

DR. DANIEL: Can you say that again?

MS. KNOWLTON: Sure. Strive for flexible coastwide measures, thus allowing for alternative strategies.

DR. DANIEL: Thank you.

MS. KNOWLTON: You’re welcome.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Okay you’re up, if you want to go next.

DR. DANIEL: Next, Management Issue 3 is the coastwide, regional or state-by-state management options. Some of the questions could be should there be consistent commercial and recreational management? Should that management be coastwide, regional, state-by-state?

Are there regional differences in the fishery and/or resource that need to be considered when implementing management measures? I’ll stop there. You’ve heard a lot of different things about regional management. There may also be an option for state-by-state; we’ll get into that in detail. Can we pare this down, or do we want a whole big long suite of different options to take out for consideration?

MR. BOYLES: Just on the commercials and recreational, I’ll tell you by statutes South Carolina declared cobia a game fish in South Carolina state waters several years ago. Just as long as the board is clear on that. There is no lawful take of cobia in the commercial fishery in South Carolina state waters. Our General Assembly made that decision several years ago, so I think it is important for us to recognize that the state of South Carolina looks at that fishery a little differently than perhaps it is elsewhere.
CHAIRMAN ESTES: Do we want to narrow this down? We have coastwide, regional or state-by-state. What’s your pleasure? Rob.

MR. O’REILLY: Pleasure is state-by-state, but looking at the consistent aspect, you know size limit has been there, possession limits have not I don’t think, compared to other states; so that is something to work on. Then since we’re facing a second year of exceeding that ACL, there may be even more involved measures that take place on the commercial than we thought two years ago. I think the state should handle that part of it. It is similar, as far as how you look at that pie. I’m going to use that again. But we’ll wait and see what others think.

DR. DUVAL: I would like to see flexible state-by-state management with regard to seasons and vessel limits, so that within each state there is opportunity for equitable access amongst the recreational sector, and allowing that for each state. In terms of commercial measures, I think what we’ve heard from the public is they want to see this managed as primarily a recreational fishery, optimizing recreational access; and so I would think that where there might be able to be some coastwide consistency would be in the commercial measures.

The Council took action in September to take just the existing two fish per person possession limit, and cap it at a maximum of six fish per vessel. I might respectfully suggest that something like that could be included as part of the commercial measures. I know that’s lower down on the agenda, but I think flexibility on state-by-state, seasons, vessel limits to allow for equitable access.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Okay, Lynn.

MS. FEGLEY: I think from our perspective state-by-state would be preferred. Regional would go next; again because of issues of access. Also a question here is whether or not there is a provision here that would allow for the idea of conservation equivalency by a state. Again, the cobia that we see when we do in Chesapeake Bay tend to be of a smaller size; I just wanted to know if we would be able to include some sort of provision for developing conservationally equivalent management measures.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: First Rob.

MR. O’REILLY: I think this might end up being a mixture, and we don’t have to decide what that looks like today. But I can see the size limit as being consistent. Again, just speaking about Virginia quickly, so we have really one situation, we have a commercial hook and line fishery; the licenses are limited and it’s in the last four or five years 86 percent of the harvest.

Even though there is a provision that any commercial registered fishermen could have two cobias. It does not amount to a whole lot, it is one fishery the commercial hook and line fishery, and they currently have the ability to have six fish. We’ll have to talk about that a little bit more, I think, and decide which measures could be uniform or coastwide, and which measures couldn’t.

But again I think we’re going to be down to maybe talking about the performance of the commercial fishery against the ACL, or maybe there needs to be something there as well; even though the recreational fishery is the large problem right now. The commercial fishery is a problem in a smaller way.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Okay to move us forward a little bit let me see. I think what I’m hearing is that it depends. It depends on how you look at it, and then we have this issue about the conservation equivalency. Do we need more discussion about that? Michelle.

DR. DUVAL: I would like to see a provision for conservation equivalency. We have that in almost all of our plans. I think that is going to be necessary for this plan.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Kathy.
MS. KNOWLTON: I would concur. I would look very forward to seeing the options laid out for the conservational equivalency; particularly taking into account the weight for the fish. We’ve seen a change, in terms of the size of the fish; we’ve seen a change in the proportion of the state landings, not necessarily being consistent in terms of the proportion of the landings versus the proportion of the weight in numbers of fish and weight of fish. I would like to very much look forward to that.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Unless there is any disagreement with any of that we can hopefully move forward. Have you got enough direction, Dr. Daniel?

DR. DANIEL: Yes, yes, yes. We’ll make it happen. The next bullet would be if regional or state-by-state measures are considered either there would be allocations of the quota for either commercial or recreational. How should allocations be determined, historical, what years, other methods, combination of both historical and some other method? Traditionally we’ve done a combination of methods to try to come up with as many allocation options as we can come up with.

There have been instances in the past where we’ve actually set up a workgroup to try to come up with allocation schemes on species such as American eel. I think some of this is going to take some working out; to try to look and see what the numbers look like as we move forward and see, but if there are specific suggestions on how to possibly look at the allocation as one of the options for consideration; that would helpful information or helpful guidance.

MS. KNOWLTON: I would strongly support a workgroup looking at some of this information, because we are working with a species that for a state such as Georgia, cobia can be a relatively rarely encountered fish harvest by our recreational fishermen particularly in the for-hire fleet. It is a fishery that is prosecuted by and large in federal offshore waters for us.

Having familiarity with the MRIP process and the data themselves, talking about the years through which you limit the allocation; in terms of the history, become exceedingly important when you look at the sample sizes that were collected. That is a really complicated issue, and one that is going to need a lot of familiarity with the data to zone in on the key issues, I think.

MR. O’REILLY: I support that. I think the Menhaden Board could have been well off to have that information the other day. It’s a good idea to sort of see what everything looks like and then go through a negotiation, and then bring it forward maybe with a couple of options, and we’ll see where it goes.

DR. DUVAL: I concur with that approach. I think there are different ways of looking at state-by-state allocations. I think both North Carolina and Virginia have attempted to provide their commissions with combinations of vessel and season lengths that would constrain harvest to the proportion of catch that has been traditionally caught off those states; versus a straight state-by-state allocation that we think of traditionally. I think we need to explore all of those options and a workgroup is the way to do it.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Robert, are you volunteering for a workgroup?

CHAIRMAN BOYLES: No sir, I thought you had a good workgroup there in Ms. Knowlton and MR. O’Reilly actually; but I would be happy to help. I was just going to suggest, this sounds a lot like the menhaden discussion. I think a fishery like this one really screams for a weighted approach, because there have been some very dynamic changes in this fishery; in my state as well as in several other states. I think we do need to look at this carefully. Happy to help, Mr. Chairman, however you see fit.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: I would like to see some hands for a potential workgroup. Excuse me,
before we do that; Adam. You’re over here and I can’t even see you.

MR. ADAM NOWALSKY: Yes I’m going to to not suggest myself; due to the limited experience I might have with it. But what I will offer is that on Monday we had our Climate Change Working Group, which I was a part of. One of the major issues we discussed there were allocation issues; recognizing the migratory patterns of the species change.

Ocean warming, salinity, many other factors that we all hope to understand fully one day. But what we did have discussion about is that that was obviously not the right venue to be talking about allocation as an appropriate policy. But we did recommend looking further at other ways to control access to the resource, equitable access over a geographic range.

I think allocation is an easy item to latch on to, it is a, oh it’s mine I can do with it as I please sense, but yet I think we can all agree that allocation probably lends itself to the longest discussions and greatest amount of heartbeat around this table over the years. Given that you have the opportunity to start from scratch here, essentially. I might encourage at least some time being spent to look at other potential avenues to provide for equitable access besides allocation; given the opportunity you have here.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: I’m not sure what those would be, but I think we should keep that in mind. I think that discussion probably needs to be had by the work group, so who wants to be on the work group? Rob.

MR. O’REILLY: I’m offering Joe Cimino, who is the sitting board member.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: I assume Kathy.

MS. KNOWLTON: Yes I’ll not only offer to be on it, but for clarification I am not suggesting that me proxy-ing for Spud that Spud should be on it.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Robert, did you want to participate?

MR. BOYLES: Yes sir.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Lynn, Michelle, we’re going to have the whole board on it that’s good. Okay you want to move forward then, Dr. Daniel. Did we get what we needed?

DR. DANIEL: Certainly. I just would restate that if there are additional issues here we can address those in the work group. The next is Management Issue 4, which is Recreational Management Tools. I think we have a good sense of the various recreational measures that are currently in place for cobia.

A question that I have would be should we consider these various gear restrictions that were brought up at the various public comment periods and public meetings that we held. For example, the circle hook issues, the gaffing issues those types of issues; if that is something that the board would like to consider as an “accept or reject” type of gear type may be the simplest way to do it.

Then are there other management options that should be considered for the recreational fishery. Some of the things that we heard particularly were slot limits with generally a one fish bag limit that kind of gets a little complicated, a slot limit. There was some comment about not allowing fish over a certain size.

Again though that related back to some of the mercury concerns, if they do indeed exist, but also in protecting those largest, oldest females. Then there was also some discussions about spawning season closures; recognizing that certainly the bulk of the fishery occurs during the spawning season when the females are actively spawning, so would that be something to consider adding to the plan or not?

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Dr. Duval first.
DR. DUVAL: I don’t have a problem with adding things in for the draft amendment with regard to slot limits or consideration of spawning season closures. I might say that each state might be best suited to make a determination on any spawning closure; if that is a tool they choose to use. With regard to any gear restrictions, I’m pretty loathe to step into that.

I think in terms of requiring it in an ASMFC plan, I think we’ve also heard concerns about gear restrictions as well; and I know just speaking from experience in other management venues that there is some pretty strongly divided opinions on the use of things like circle hooks. I would recommend at this time no. Certainly the states can choose as to whether or not they might want to implement some conservative gear restrictions.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Okay before I go into my list, how about this issue about gear restrictions? Are we in agreement? I haven’t heard anybody else about what we think about gear restrictions. Do you want to include those or not?

MR. O’REILLY: I think Michelle, you know her indication to look at it on the state level is the way to do it. It might be good to get more information on it. For example on the gaffing, we prohibited gaffing, but as soon as we did there were a lot of fishermen who said that’s really not what you want to do; especially when you have as we did not so much a slot limit, but a trophy size where only one of the two vessel limit could be above 50. Spawning season, I was at a meeting where it took a few minutes for anyone to decide when the spawning seasons were. I don’t mean that lightly, it’s just that they referenced the South Carolina report and then went on from there. It is clear that in a lot of cases we’re in the spawning season. Can the state take account of that? I think they can, and I think that’s the way it should go. It’s gone that way for other species, where I think by and large there could be some provisions for spawning but it would be a drawn out process, and I think the states should handle it.

Overall to get more information yes, I’m not even sure about the circle hooks. I guess that was originally for sharks, but now you see it for lots of different fisheries, and there seems to be sort of contradictory information depending on the species as well. But I can’t say I know enough about circle hooks.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: I think what I’m hearing is that maybe some of these restrictions under Bullet Number 2 might be left up to the states and they don’t need to be necessarily included in the plan. Is that what I hear? Okay.

DR. DANIEL: Yes I would think that if we just put some information on it in the plan it is going to draw attention. One thing is either to move forward with it or to leave it alone. It sounds like what I’m hearing from the board is leave it alone, the gear modifications, gear restrictions. Is that correct?

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Kathy and then Robert.

MS. KNOWLTON: I would agree that the list as it currently is should remain in the document for discussion. I would like to hear from my constituents their feelings about all the various combinations that are up there.

MR. BOYLES: I agree, Mr. Chairman. When we were looking at constraining out fishery we looked at several options, and it was helpful for us as we talked with our constituents; the difference between a spawning season closure, a slot limit, an increased minimum size and the implications of each one of those tools. I think since this is a document that we would like to get some public feedback on, if it is doable I would like to keep these things in there for the moment.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Make sure I understand correctly. We would like to keep them in there and develop options around those, or we would like to have a discussion in the document so that our stakeholders can see it, and then we might be able to use that. Which one? Yes sir.
MR. DAVID BUSH: Obviously the fishery is dynamic. There are a lot of different people that fish it different ways. Each one of these types of restrictions affect them all differently. We have some very active folks in the fishery that can provide a lot of insight on that. If we’re going to keep it in the document it probably would be good to just say that it is there for educational purposes to be used by states as they see fit.

It would be good, Dr. Daniel and them have said, to understand the implications of those restrictions; but again just letting them know that it is just here for you to understand how this is going to affect you. Then the states, you know as you’ve heard around me, choose from those options as it works for each state.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: That was much better said than how I said it. Does everybody agree with that; any disagreement? Louis, do you want to move forward then?

DR. DANIEL: Yes sir, moving on. The final is commercial management tools. Again, what are the appropriate commercial measures for cobia? Should the FMP consider again gear restrictions for here? I think we can just carry that forward from the discussion on recreational if that is the will of the board; and the same thing with the other management options.

Currently I think there is a two fish trip limit at 33 inches. I think it is a six fish boat limit. Those would be sort of where we started, and look at various options or surrounding that to move forward with the document; if you want to handle the commercial issues the same way you handled the recreational.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: First Adam and then Michelle.

MR. NOWALSKY: I’m sorry for not speaking up on the last slide. I thought we might have a couple more bullet points. If you would like I had another recreational comment. I can wait for this discussion and then come back or do it now; what is your preference?

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Let’s go backwards first and then we can finish this.

MR. NOWALSKY: There was another bullet point in the PID that talked about recreational data averaging, other mechanism three to five years very high overages, how to deal with that. We sat here for a very, very long time this morning. You are dealing with it with cobia already, and you don’t even have the FMP that we’re working on here.

New Jersey has very little if any interest in the actual management, due to the low level of harvest that occurs within our state. But I have to say we’ve got a lot of knowledge with recreational species, and I couldn’t vote for anything that I saw history repeating itself in a negative way; with the continued misuse of the data in an unintended way.

To that end I strongly encourage all the members of this board to work in whatever way possible to build in mechanisms for mitigating those recreational harvest estimate limitations; specifically to look at averaging over multiple years, and specifically to not treating them as point estimates in the FMP, but rather as a range incorporating the PSEs as a starting point for discussion.

DR. DUVAL: I am glad Adam brought this up; to that point. This is a discussion that we’ve had, a very frustrating discussion that we’ve had at the South Atlantic Council level with regard to the point estimates of harvest and the PSEs around those estimates; and the recognition that the MRIP survey is not designed for these pulse fisheries.

We have had some significant conversation back and forth with folks up at Science and Technology and folks in the MRIP program, regarding some of the methodologies that they have come up with, and I think some of which were applied to I believe the black sea bass
recreational harvest estimates for 2016; whereby you were taking instead of the wave by wave estimate of catch that you were using, an annual estimate of catch applied to an annual estimate of effort.

After the MRIP presentation yesterday, I put a bug in Dr. Van Voorhees ear. This is something that I have requested the South Atlantic Council’s SSC look at, because from the council perspective right now on the federal plan we have no in-season management measures. There is no need to have very spiky point estimates of harvest that we are using to track ACLs.

The reason that we’re tracking ACLs right now is to determine whether or not an accountability measure needs to be triggered. I absolutely agree with Adam that we need some alternative methods; and that is why I bring this up here, because the MRIP program has come up with those. We have been informed that we can work with our SSC to utilize those methods. That’s something I would recommend as the draft amendment is being developed, to work with folks within the MRIP program to try to apply those to estimates of cobia harvest.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: I have a question. Toni, I guess I was going to ask Dr. Daniel, but I think I’ll ask Toni. Is that something that we could do?

MS. KERNS: I was side-barring with Bob. I had a question back to Michelle and John Carmichael. I can’t answer Michelle’s question, because I didn’t hear it.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: If you are going to ask your question, I will kind of repeat her question.

MS. KERNS: Okay. As we were talking about data, one of the questions that we have, and maybe it is more specifically to John, but right now the recreational data that is being collected from Virginia south is being treated one way by the Southeast Regional Science Center. But then everything else that comes in from Maryland north is treated a different way.

In order for us to work with that data we need some consistency on our recreational data. We’re needing to see if the Southeast Region or South Atlantic Council can treat those limited northern states data the same way that they treat the southern state’s data; in order for us to use that data consistently.

MR. CARMICHAEL: Yes and what you’re alluding to is the Southeast has come up with an alternative method of estimating the weight of the catch, because of the scant weight observations that you have for the MRIP species. What they do is have another way of calculating an average weight.

What we’ve been told is that that is being used for all of the cobia data when they track the cobia ACL. They have access to all of the MRIP data, as anyone else does. They are using that mechanism that they use for all the other data on the Virginia data as well; and the other more northern states data as well, when they calculate the weight, so that they’re treating South Atlantic and more northern areas all the same with regard to the MRIP.

But that is a good point and that is something that may need to have some clarification within the document; because it does mean if someone were to say take data taken from the southeast that has had this adjustment apply to it. It may not match data say for a particular state, wave, mode, or year that someone may extract themselves from the MRIP site.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: You good?

MS. KERNS: Yes, because if the states do start to develop their own specific regulations, we will be using that wave-specific-mode information and so it could become problematic down the line on how do you estimate what you think you’re going to harvest based on these regulations; if the two don’t match up?
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROBERT E. BEAL: Just an aside I guess to John Carmichael. Is the same methodology used to calculate average weight applied to other South Atlantic species, or is it just Spanish mackerel or something else that overlaps ASMFC/South Atlantic Council FMPs, or is this just unique to cobia?

MR. CARMICHAEL: No, what the Southeast Center and the Regional Office are using is used for all of the southeast species. It is used in everything that we’re doing and I believe in the Gulf as well. It is a Southeast Center, Southeast Regional Office approach that has been come up with to address the many species that in some cases have no weight observations within a cell, and very scant weight observation; so it is consistent across the board.

They are also working with the MRIP folks to try and have a way to get that approach perhaps even used broader within MRIP; because they really do consider it a better approach than what MRIP has done, which is more simplistic. It doesn’t go as complex in terms of the borrowing average weights to fill in all the blanks. They’ve been working on that for a couple of years now; is my understanding. But there are a lot of things in the fire up there at MRIP. But they would like to see this perhaps be considered to become a standard practice.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Toni, back to Adam and Michelle’s suggestion, and it was about the variability of our MRIP estimates and how we know a species like cobia – and if I misstate what you were saying please correct me when I get done – that we have very spiky estimates if you look at individual waves.

Sometimes the PSEs, I looked at Virginia’s data this morning. Sometimes the PSEs are like 50 percent for the whole year. There may be some analytical methods, and I think you said the council staff or SERO is working on some different methods in order to compare these things, or to clump them together.

DR. DUVAL: MRIP staff has come up with these methods. The South Atlantic Council’s SSC received a presentation on these various methods in October of 2015. Prior to this, I mean earlier last year, I was conversing with Dr. Richard Merrick and MRIP staff as to who gets to be the decider as to when those methods are applied to MRIP estimates. I think we were under the impression in the South Atlantic that the Fisheries Service was the decider, in terms of when to apply those methods.

But the answer that we have gotten is that the MRIP estimates are the MRIP estimates. Once it’s been determined that they are best scientific information available, the councils are free to work with their SSCs to apply these alternative approaches to those estimates for use in management. That is what we would like to do moving forward working with our SSC, is to apply some of those alternative methods to the MRIP estimates for cobia; see what those look like.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: I think I know what we’re going to – go ahead.

MS. KERNS: Now I hear your question, Michele, sorry, and Adam alluded to this in sort of what he was discussing about applying averaging and having these different applications to the data; and I think we can build that into the plan. But I would question if the Regional Office still uses the point estimate, then I’m not sure where that gets you in terms of the ACL.

DR. DUVAL: Toni, to that point. That would be the alternative approach. The Council would make the decision that this is with the blessing of the SSC that this is the best scientific method available for tracking cobia harvest against the ACL. Again, the point is that we want to make sure we’re not triggering an accountability measure when accountability measure doesn’t necessarily need to be triggered; and vice versa.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Okay are we good? Do you want to continue, Dr. Daniel?
DR. DANIEL: Just to bring up a couple of points that was brought up at the various public meetings. I mean there were significant concerns raised about the MRIP estimates; the small numbers of fish actually observed, leading to the numbers that were led to. I think one of the biggest concerns that were raised was the location of the sampling, the rarity of the samples, and just a lack of confidence in that information at this particular juncture.

Some of the questions that were brought up that I’m sure we’re going to hear again, particularly perhaps in South Carolina and Virginia particularly, is an interest in those states to develop some methodology through reporting requirements to try to use in-state reporting as a proxy or in lieu of MRIP estimates.

I explained to them that the MRIP information is going to be the one that is used to track the quotas. But we will hear information, I think from those various states; especially those that are developing catch reporting requirements. There is a great interest in using that census type data as a mechanism to track cobia landings; as opposed to the MRIP landings. That is just an FYI for the Board, Mr. Chairman.

MR. O’REILLY: Yes that is in progress in Virginia, and for cobia, tilefish and striped bass for our trophy season. That has been passed by our commission. That is in effect. We’re debating whether it is as sound as we wanted it. But at this time we do have the programs in effect. How it’s used, whether it gets limited to use in a stock assessment, or whether it actually can complement, supplant, whatever it takes on the MRIP; that remains to be seen.

One thing Mr. Chairman that you said, the unusual part of 2016 is that the precision was so much better; cut in half essentially from 2015. I guess we all know sample size is very much responsible for that precision; but at the same time in all the years I’ve never heard anyone sort of look at that aspect as well.

In other words, just because you have a good precision, what really is that telling you about the underlying data? You know as far as did you load up and were samples taken in a limited amount of areas for a species like cobia that helped that as opposed to the year before? There is a lot there and I’m being a little bit of a rabbit, so I apologize; because you said don’t do that. But the main thing is the reporting is in progress.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: We are all rabbits I think. Louis, do you want to continue?

DR. DANIEL: Other issues. These were sort of catch-alls that we put towards the end of the document. Should the fishery independent and dependent monitoring be included in the document? That is something that there are unfunded mandates that sometimes create issues and concerns for states.

But should the plan consider some level of de minimis? What I’m hearing and what I’ve heard around the table is we probably do need to at least consider that in the plan, particularly for the northern area. Again whether or not to include, we could look into the concerns related to the mercury levels in cobia; and then ask if there are any other issues. I would ask if you all are comfortable with that approach and addressing those issues, and then again if there are any issues that the board would like to consider in the plan.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Reaction, yes sir.

MR. BUSH: I think at this point we can all agree that it’s been a contentious road to this point. Again we’ve had some pretty active and vocal folks that are in the fishery that have addressed some issues that some of those ideas that we have some confidence we may be right against, and some we may be wrong against.

But within this draft FMP, I think it is going to be vital that we have a road map forward addressing some of these issues such as the genetics. What are we looking to do in the
future? I’ve asked some of the questions about since we’ve just recently sort of identified this mixing area, has this area been moving?

Is it static? Is it always there? Does it change? Is there a density dependent change between the northern and southern stocks that are right next to each other? But anyway not to get off point, I think that that needs to be sort of laid out as to what future priorities are, and how they would affect the plan in the future; so that folks who depend on this fishery have a better understanding of where we’re going with it.

MR. GEER: Just a quick question, Mr. Chairman. What fisheries independent monitoring is going on, on cobia?

DR. DANIEL: I’m not aware of any, Pat. You may be able to glean some information out of some, perhaps this independent gillnet survey data in certain locations. But I mean as far as any directed independent gillnet sampling for cobia I’m not aware of; perhaps the longline survey for red drum may derive some information. But I haven’t looked at that. I have no idea what would be out there and available at this particular point in time.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Robert and then Kathy. Oops, Kathy.

MS. KNOWLTON: Is it okay if I go back and make an additional point about the allocation discussion for the workgroup?

CHAIRMAN ESTES: If it’s a really short one that would be great.

MS. KNOWLTON: It is a really short one. Because of the portion of this fishery that is prosecuted and then dependent upon with their customers, the for-hire fishery, I would like to remind the work group that the changes to the methodology in 2012-2013 strongly affected our ability to intercept charter interviews in the field. Having conversation with the SMT staff about possibly looking in to the data and keeping that at the forefront of their minds, is going to be helpful with the allocation discussions; there is no variance around zero. Even if we start looking at the point estimates and taking Adam’s point into consideration with the variance and not clinging too hard to it’s my fish; but there is very simply no variance around a zero estimate.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Let me try to move us along here. I’m going to make a suggestion and if there is disagreement that’s fine. I think we should have the fishery dependent information in here. I think we should have the de minimis consideration in here. Does anybody agree with that so far; disagree with that? Okay how about the concerns about mercury? Do we want to include that into this document or not? Robert.

MR. BOYLES: I’m advertising my ignorance. But I was not aware that that was an issue, so this is news to me. I would just as soon if it is not a concern to folks, I would just as soon not; just leave it out. We’ve got enough challenges in front of us. I mean if there are mercury issues in cobia, there are mercury issues in 800 other species of fish. I think we need to focus where we can.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Any disagreement with that? Are there any other measures that anybody could suggest? Seeing none; are we finished?

DR. DANIEL: I think that concludes well, there are hands over to your left, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Yes sir, Wilson.

DR. LANEY: Relative to the mercury question, Robert, and Louis and Michelle may help me remember this. But I know Dana Sackett at NC State did a lot of work under Jim Rice looking at mercury concentrations in pelagic fishes offshore; and I don’t remember if she looked at cobia or not. But my only comment would be, if there is some data out there that we could share with the public sure, fine.
But if there isn’t anything, I think maybe some of those public comments may have been based on the fact that cobia is another large, top predator and they just do tend to accumulate mercury. As Louis already noted, I think the concerns would be about the same as for king mackerel probably.

DR. McGOVERN: Before I move off cobia, Mr. Chairman, I was wondering if I could make a motion to add somebody to the Plan Development Team.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Is that appropriate? Yes sir.

DR. McGOVERN: I would like to add Ms. Deb Lambert to the Plan Development Team. If I get a second I could explain rationale.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Wilson seconds.

DR. McGOVERN: Ms. Lambert, she’s worked in the Office of Sustainable Fisheries and Headquarters for 11 years. She has a lot of experience with fisheries management. I’ve known her for a long time as well. She has a lot of experience with fishery policy issues. I think she would be a good addition to the PDT; and it would help her out too.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: The motion is to move to approve Deb Lambert to the Cobia Plan Development Team. Motion by Dr. McGovern and seconded by Dr. Laney. Is there any discussion needed? Is there any opposition to this? Seeing none; the motion passes. Is that all for cobia, sir? Okay let’s go on to our next agenda item.

2016 RED DRUM STOCK ASSESSMENT

CHAIRMAN ESTES: We’ll try to do this pretty quickly; hopefully quicker than that was. Red Drum Stock Assessment, if you all remember we had the Update Stock Assessment Peer Review presented to the Board last May. The Board had some concerns and questions about the stock assessment, and asked the TC and Stock Assessment Subcommittee to go back and investigate several questions; and make some different runs. I think that we have a report on that by Angela, if you’re going to talk about that if you would please.

PRESENTATION OF STOCK ASSESSMENT REPORT

MS. ANGELA GIULIANO: Certainly. You covered part of the first few slides here. We’re jumping into the results of the assessment. I am just going to review just how we go to where we are. As Mr. Chairman mentioned, the Stock Assessment Subcommittee had been working on SS3 models in preparation for the Red Drum Peer Review, which was scheduled originally in August of 2015.

The models were not ready at that time; however final models were ready for a desk review in April. Just a note here, any information you would like on those results can be found in Addendum II to the SEDAR 44 Stock Assessment Report. As was said, the Management Board at the May meeting tasked the TC and SAS with updating the statistical catch at age models used to SEDAR 18; and this was due to concerns that the Board had with the SS3 model results.

At that time the Board gave us the discretion that it didn’t have to be a true continuity run. We were able to incorporate new data sources as we saw fit. This work was done over the summer and fall of 2016. Based on meetings at that time, the TC and SAS recommended the statistical-catch-at-age model for management advice.

However, because of the new data sources that were incorporated, it necessitated a peer review. This peer review was conducted in December of 2016. Today you will be seeing the results of that assessment. There are two management units for red drum; there is a northern stock that is North Carolina and north, and a southern stock that includes South Carolina and south.
This split at the North Carolina/South Carolina border is supported by differences in genetics, life history characteristics, habitat use and tagging data. The model code that we used in this update is essentially unchanged from SEDAR 18. It is a fairly standard statistical-catch-at-age model with a few special features unique for red drum.

The first is the assumption of dome-shaped selectivity, given the slot limits and the life history of red drum moving offshore starting around Ages 3 and 4. In this model selectivity is estimated for ages 1 through 3. For ages 4 and 5 plus, it is estimated as a proportion of the Age 3 selectivity. For the northern model we also used external tag-based F estimates as an input similar to what you would do with an index. We also explored various data weighting between the data components; which included total catch, proportion-at-age data, the indices, and for the north inclusion of the tagging data. Total there were I believe 27 different data weighting options that were scored for the southern model and 36 for the north; ultimately though we ended up using the same data weighting as had been used for the preferred models in SEDAR 18.

We were kind of under a shortened timeline with updating these models since the May meeting, but we did try to address some of the recommendations from SEDAR 18; the first being the addition of the longline surveys, which measures the adult stock of red drum. In SEDAR 18 the maturity schedule based on North Carolina fish was used for both stocks.

In this assessment we have updated that using South Carolina data, so each stock now has its own maturity schedule. We also explored iterative reweighting and examined the correlations between parameters, which had both been recommended by the SEDAR 18 Review Panel. Moving into the results of the northern model, this model covered the time period of 1989 to 2013, and spans the Ages 1 through 7 plus; a reminder here that the maximum age in the north is around Age 62, so that is a very large plus group.

The model had four fleets; a commercial gillnet beach seine fleet, a commercial other fleet, a recreational harvest fleet, and a recreational dead discard fleet. As I mentioned earlier, a longline survey was finally having enough years to add to the model; based on the criteria set by the TC and SAS during the data workshop.

We included the North Carolina longline survey data. We also updated the weighted age information to match SS3. Just as a note on the tag-based estimates that we used in the model, these were based on a study by Bacheler Et Al, and go from 1989 to 2004. These estimates were not updated when we ran the update to the assessment model due to concerns about changing reporting rate.

Around 2005 they were doing a high reward tagging study that would have affected the reporting rate. This is a slide describing the commercial removals. As you can see they are pretty variable, and most are coming from gillnets in North Carolina. The gillnet fleet here it should be noted, also includes dead discards; but also a 5 percent discard mortality rate on those fish assumed to be released alive.

This slide is the recreational removals. We have the harvest and the assumed dead discard mortality assuming an 8 percent mortality rate. As you can see through time, the increase in the dead discards as the catch-and-release fishery has become more popular and with the slot limits put in place.

Again most of these removals are coming from North Carolina, though this figure does show removals through New Jersey. You can see the large 2011 year class, specifically in the releases in 2012 and then the harvest in 2013. As I said earlier, most of these are from North Carolina; but actually 2013 is a unique year in that a significant portion of the harvest also came from Virginia landings.
There were five indices used in the northern model. On the top two figures here are for the North Carolina gillnets surveys for Age 1 on the left and Age 2 on the right. Again you can see that 2011 year class, which here is Model Aged 1 in 2012. In 2012 and 2013 being picked up by our indices, the North Carolina juvenile seine survey is the bottom left figure, and then we also used an MRIP CPUE index that you can see trending upwards in recent years. As I mentioned before, the new addition for this assessment was the North Carolina longline survey, which started in 2007 and it is used in the model to inform the 7 plus group.

This is a fit to the tag-based F-estimate data. For the harvest fleets this was separated out into ages 1 through 4. As you can see the tag-based estimates, particularly in the early years are very high; and come down in the early nineties. We also used tag-based data an F estimate for the release fleets, which is shown here.

In the model Age 1 recruitment is fairly variable, with again that strong peak in Model Year 2012 with the 2011 year class. The big issue with red drum that we have had is with this estimate of total abundance on this figure. We have grouped the ages into a couple different components.

The red line is the abundance estimate for ages 1 through 3, which is the portion of the stock that we have a lot of information on. Then the blue line here that seems to be driving that pattern in total abundance is the 4 plus abundance. There were concerns expressed by the Stock Assessment Subcommittee for a couple different reasons with this 4 plus abundance estimate.

Other than the obvious one that it doesn’t really seem to track any abundance changes we would have expected with management measures that had been put in place, the plus group is very, very large. This is likely a model artifact. For the northern model we’re in the same situation as before, where we don’t have a good sense of the abundance of those older age fish.

These are the selectivities for the four fleets. Each fleet has three time periods that were mainly based on changes in North Carolina regulations; because that is where most of the harvest is coming from. Sorry that green line is really hard to see up there. For each fleet the peak in selectivity is at Age 2.

As you can see in the most recent time period, which is the blue line, the selectivity curves tightened up as the slot limit was put in place in that last time block. For this slide it should also be noted that the recreational release fleet, these selectivities weren’t estimated for that fleet. Due to issues with the lack of data on the size and ages of fish being released, these data were based on again a different Bacheler Et Al paper describing the selectivities using tag data; and so they’re fixed.

You can see from this figure the blue and red lines are for the recreational harvest fleet, and the commercial gillnet beach seine fleet. They have the highest F estimates of the four fleets. You can see that it is kind of latching on to that high tag-based estimate in the beginning of the time series for those two fleets with very high Fs in ‘89 and ‘90 and then coming down.

The green and yellow at the bottom are the commercial other fleet and the recreational release fleet. I guess with the two recreational fleets you can again see that 2011 year class coming through with the peak in F around, what is that 2012. Based on these results we looked at the three-year average SPR. This three-year average was recommended by the panel in SEDAR 18 due to the inter-annual variability of the SPR estimates. You can see here it increases through the nineties; peaking in 2005, and has been decreasing since then. The solid line on here is the 30 percent threshold that is used as the overfishing reference point for red drum; and the dash line is the 40 percent target. You can see based on these results that
we are above the targets. This is estimated pretty well with narrow confidence bounds.

We also used the profile likelihood, an AD model builder, which essentially gives you an estimate of the probability distribution of that 2013 estimate. As you can see, it seems like we are above, again the threshold of 30 percent and likely above the target of 40 percent for the northern model.

We did a five-year retrospective analysis. This is a little bit different than I feel like most of the species we see at ASMFC in that there is no directional bias. However, there were certain terminal years that resulted in a different result in the northern model. On top are the recruitment and the retrospective there, and then the three-year SPR is on the bottom.

In Terminal Year 2010 SPR is estimated much lower, but all the other years seemed to settle into the same solution. This is probably due to some sort of model instability, possibly some index conflicts. In SEDAR 18 there was also a sensitivity done looking at the removal of the tagging data, and it was found that the SEDAR 18 model was very tied to the use of the tag-based data, and if you removed it the stock results in very low SPRs.

The TC and SAS wanted to make sure to do the sensitivity again. In this case it seems that probably because the tag data ends in 2004, the model is not as sensitive anymore to the inclusion of the tag-based F data. Removing the tagging data results in slightly higher SPRs due to lower F estimates, and mainly increases the confidence interval around that three-year SPR estimate.

Moving into the southern model, again the time period covered is 1989 to 2013, and the ages are Ages 1 through 7 plus. There were five fleets in this model, one harvest fleet for Florida, one for Georgia, one for South Carolina. There is a Georgia/South Carolina dead-discard fleet and a Florida dead-discard fleet.

Also based on the data workshop we added four surveys to the model and removed the South Carolina electro-fishing survey. The four surveys that we added was the South Carolina stop-net survey, which is an Age 1 survey. The South Carolina Age 1 trammel-net survey, the South Carolina one-third-mile longline survey, and the Georgia longline survey; those last two again being new adult surveys.

As I mentioned earlier, we updated the maturity schedule based on South Carolina data, and updated the natural mortality and weight-at-age information to match SS3. As you can see for the recreational removals, again we’re assuming an 8 percent mortality rate of those fish that are released alive.

Similar to the north you can see an increase in the dead-released discard mortality through time, and catches seem to have gone up in the last four years of the model. All three southern states had increases between 2009 and 2010 in their MRIP estimates. You’ll see this with the F estimates later. Most of the increases in harvest in 2011 through ’13 seem to be coming from the Florida harvest. For the southern model there are 11 indices included. This first slide is all of the Age 1 young-of-year indices. We have the Florida and Georgia young-of-year indices on top, the South Carolina stop-net survey, which was added really partially because it includes data in the early part of the time series that is lacking from some of these other data sources that start later; and the South Carolina Age 1 trammel-net survey.

This slide shows the data we have on those next older ages. We have the South Carolina trammel net Age 2 index, the top right and the bottom left are the Florida haul seine survey for Ages 2 and 3 respectively. You can see with these Age 2 and 3 indices it is not quite being predicted and fitting as well as some of those other surveys.

Then again we included an MRIP index, which for the south was important because it is one of the only surveys that span the whole range of
the species. Then this last slide is the three adult surveys that are used to inform the 7 plus groups. We have the South Carolina one-mile longline survey, which goes from ’94 to 2004 on the upper left and then the South Carolina one-third-mile longline survey that starts in 2007 through the present; and the bottom is the Georgia longline survey, which I should mention also samples fish in the northern part of Florida.

These are the estimates of Age 1 recruitment for the southern model. It basically varies without trend. You see one peak in Model Year 1995, and a peak in Model Year 2010 is actually the highest of the time series; though you will notice compared to the northern model, in particular all of these abundance estimates are very uncertain in the south.

Again the population abundance estimates here are grouped by Ages 1 through 3 where we have the most data; the red line at the bottom. You can see a slight increase through time in the Ages 1 through 3 abundance, this 4 plus abundance is fairly flat through the time series, and again doesn’t seem to be showing the response to management measures that we would have expected and is a big suspicious.

That total abundance up top seems to be mainly driven by the dynamics we’re seeing in the Ages 1 through 3. These are the selectivities by the five fleets. Florida only has one selectivity block, so again the green line that is really hard to see; it’s the B2 fleet. That recreational release fleet is fixed in this model, again due to lack of data on the sizes and ages of those fish. That was again fixed, based on North Carolina tagging data.

That is the same as what was done in SEDAR 18. Then the time blocks for the Georgia and South Carolina recreational fisheries are based on changing regulations at those time periods. As I mentioned earlier in this model, the release fleet, so the Georgia/South Carolina release fleet that is estimated in the bottom right corner, the selectivities estimated for Ages 1 through 3, and then as a proportion of Age 3 it drops as those fish move out offshore and there are less available.

The red and blue lines here are the Florida and South Carolina fishing mortality estimates, and those two fleets tend to have the highest F estimates. You can see as I said the MRIP estimates for Florida in recent years have been quite high. You can see that getting picked up in the fishing mortality estimates. Also of note are the F estimates for the release fleets, which the gold and light blue lines are the Florida and then Georgia/South Carolina release fleets on the bottom. There has been a general increase, a slight increase in the fishing mortality rate within those release fleets. These are the results for the three-year-average SPR. It starts off at about 0.6 in the beginning of the time series, and the terminal year estimate for the south is 54 percent; so a slight decrease through time. But again of note are these really huge confidence intervals making it very hard to definitively determine stock status.

Again we looked at the profile likelihood of that 2013 terminal year estimate. Again, compared to the northern model it is much wider; reflecting that imprecision in the estimate. However, the bulk of this probability distribution is above the threshold, and so it is likely that overfishing is not occurring.

Similar to the north, we didn’t have any sort of directional retrospective bias in the southern model. However, the lowest recruitment which is on top, and the lowest three-year SPR which is the graph on the bottom, had the lowest results for each of those in the 2013 terminal year. While part of this could be due to conflicts in the data, it is also possible – as I said the adult longline surveys didn’t start until 2007 with the two new recent additions.

It might be something to do with how many years of those surveys are included in the retrospective runs. I wanted to point out this figure from the report. One of the sensitivities we conducted was looking at what happens when you remove individual indices. The base
run is kind of hard to see, it is up by 0.6, where I think there are like four or five different lines overlapping each other.

This highlights again some of these data conflicts, but depending on which indices you include you can get a wide range of three-year SPR estimates. The lowest estimates occur when you remove the South Carolina trammel-net data and the MRIP survey. Those highest three-year SPR estimates are when you remove the Florida haul seine survey from the model.

Unsurprisingly given we didn’t change any of the model code really, some of the issues we saw in SEDAR 18 persisted. The southern stock results are still very uncertain, making it hard to determine stock status; though it’s probably good for relative trends. The plus group is large, particularly in the north. It is much larger than expected.

You don’t see the trends in abundance, given the implementation of the slot limit. There are also still some concerns about pooling of data across fleets and time blocks; due to lack of data in those fleets and time blocks. However, we did see some issues improve such as the model results in the north being less sensitive to the inclusion of the tagging data.

For the future, the first was a recommendation also from SEDAR 18, but inclusion of the tagging data directly into the model. Currently it was calculated external to the model and stuck in, so including that with all of the uncertainty would be good; also exploring the fleets and time blocks, particularly the southern model. It seemed like the model was likely over parameterized.

Looking at ways to reduce the parameters in the south, and really getting into whether there is enough data to support all those different fleets and time blocks; depending on how much borrowing was occurring. Another improvement would be estimation of selectivity for the release fleet in the north and the Florida discard fleet in the south. Some early analysis shows this could change some of the abundance estimates. If we have the data on those released fish, this might be something to pursue; and also explore the data weighting. Currently the model is very sensitive to how data is weighted. Looking into all those different data components and figuring out the optimal weighting is another direction for improvement. In conclusion, we’re still unable to develop overfished reference points for these stocks; the abundance estimates just aren’t there for the older ages.

In the northern stocks the stock is likely not experiencing overfishing there is no directional retrospective patterns, and the model results show less sensitivity to the inclusion of the external tag-based F estimates. For the southern stock the stock is also likely not experiencing overfishing though the model results are very uncertain; making this hard to know for sure. The retrospective pattern shows low SPR in 2013 compared to all other years. With that I don’t know if we want to do questions now, or wait until after the reviewer’s comments.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: I think we’ll go ahead and hear about the review if Pat can do that and then we’ll take questions after that.

PEER REVIEW PANEL REPORT

MR. PATRICK A. CAMPFIELD: I am going to quickly summarize the findings of the Desk Review Panel of the SCA assessments. The Review Panel consisted of Dr. Paul Rago, recently retired chief of the Population Dynamics Branch at the Northeast Fisheries Science Center and Dr. Cieri from Maine DMR, both experts in a variety of modeling approaches; including catch-at-age models.

Quickly on the process, the Review Panel and the Assessment Team convened on a webinar in mid-December to answer any questions the reviewers had and clarifications regarding the assessment report that they had received a couple weeks earlier and subsequently had a
couple calls to develop their findings and write the review report.

The Panel’s overall findings were that they agreed with the assessment, and that both the southern stock and the northern stock, overfishing is not occurring in the average of the final three years used in the assessment; and agreed that no determination could be made on overfished or not overfished status.

The Panel finds the stock assessment acceptable for management use, both in the overall model outputs and in examining various indices. The Panel saw no major signs of trouble, but they did want to highlight that any small increases in F, in particular on older fish, would likely move the stocks into an overfishing status.

Angela showed these plots, so we’ll skip past this. Those are the three-year SPRs. I will quickly go through each of the review Terms of Reference and the Panel’s findings. The first term the assessment team met; that was to essentially evaluate the collection and treatment of data used in the assessment.

The Panel found that the Assessment Team did a very thorough job in evaluating the advantages and limitations of each data source; and agreed with the subset of surveys selected, and as Angela mentioned a smaller group of surveys in the north and 11 or so surveys in the southern stock.

The Panel did want to emphasize uncertainty in the magnitude and size composition of the recreational releases, and identify that as a top research priority needed to advance future redfish assessments; and again commended the addition in these current assessments of the longline surveys in the three South Atlantic states. Term of Reference 2 is to evaluate stock structure as defined in the assessment, and the Panel agreed with the South Carolina/North Carolina border to distinguish the stocks based on the life history and genetic differences. Term 3 was to evaluate the methods and models used to estimate population parameters and reference points.

The Panel found that the Assessment Team did a thorough evaluation of the SCA Model with the various weighting alternatives and model runs; and agreed with the final selected runs. The Panel also noted the inability of the SCA model to establish reliable scale of either abundance or biomass, again preventing overfished status determination.

Term 4 was to evaluate the model diagnostics. As Angela summarized, both sensitivity and retrospective analyses were completed. The Panel found that this was sufficient and those analyses revealed conflicting patterns between fishery catches and indices. The Panel also recommended in the future to conduct likelihood profile analyses of the age-specific fishing mortality rates.

Term 5 was to evaluate methods to characterize and explain uncertainty. Again, the Panel found that the Assessment Team did a sufficient job here with the various error bounds and Monte Carlos Markov Chain analyses that were done in developing the model parameter estimates. Term 6, recommend best estimates of exploitation.

The Panel noted that the F estimates from the catch-at-age models were uncertain; and wanted to highlight that small changes in F can cause big changes in the SPR values. Again moving forward for the future, the Panel recommended exploring a relative F approach as a possible alternative, given the model’s uncertainties and estimating scale of the various outputs.

Term 7 was to evaluate the choice of reference points and comment on the stock status determination. The Panel found that static SPR is useful for measuring overfishing, but again is very sensitive to small changes in F; and the Panel agreed that both stocks appear to be above the management thresholds and targets,
with greater uncertainty in the southern stock status.

This is a plot developed by the reviewers just to exhibit how very small changes in the fishing mortality rate on older fish, which is on the X axis can quickly cause declines in the SPR; including those that may approach the threshold. In conclusion, the Review Panel found that the SCA model can be used for estimating overfishing or not overfishing status.

They also wanted to highlight that the concerns that were identified with the stock synthesis models also apply to the SCA models; because they’re both age-based. The underlying problems are due to the exploitation pattern of red drum fisheries, as well as conflicting trends in the input data.

Nothing terribly new here, but if we get better data for red drum we should be able to improve the reliability of these models and these results. I think Angela and Jeff could provide more details on which types of data would really move things forward, but the Panel certainly agreed with their emphasis on recreational release lengths as one notable data deficiency. Finally, the Panel recommends careful consideration of relaxing management measures, notably concerned about increasing Fs on older fish. That is all I have for the Desk Review, Mr. Chairman.

CONSIDER BENCHMARK STOCK ASSESSMENT AND PEER REVIEW PANEL REPORT

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Here is what I would like to do. I would like to make sure that you’re comfortable with what the presentation was that you just heard, and then we need to go back to we have a motion on the table from May of 2016. I think we’ve satisfied all the conditions to bring that back up on the table. I want to ask what you want to do with that. Then after that I want to have a very brief discussion about how we’re going to go forward. Robert.

MR. BOYLES: In the interest of time let me start by talking quickly. Thank you to the Stock Assessment Subcommittee and the Peer Review. I think this certainly clarifies some of the questions that we had. With that Mr. Chairman, I would make a motion that we accept the Stock Assessment for Red Drum and the Peer Review as acceptable for management. I guess that is in the form of a substitute motion that was on the table last May.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Can we bring up that motion that we had last May? Do we have that? Okay so here is the motion that we had last May and here are the conditions that we said we had to meet before we would bring it back up. Robert is suggesting a substitute motion. Okay do we have a second for that motion? Pat Geer.

Is there a discussion about the motion to substitute? Seeing no discussion about that let me read the motion. Move to substitute to accept the red drum stock assessment as presented today for management use; motion by Mr. Boyles, seconded by Mr. Geer. Is there any objection to the motion? Seeing none; this is a final action. I guess it’s okay if we don’t have any objections. Seeing none; this becomes the main motion. Is there any objection to the motion? Seeing none; motion passes. Yes sir.

MR. BOYLES: Mr. Chairman if I may again in the interest of time again with appreciation to the staff to the Stock Assessment Subcommittee and to the peer reviewers. My questions have been answered and I’m satisfied with where we are. In terms of moving forward, I think I know what I need to do back home; and so I would recommend no further action at this time.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: There was a discussion at our, I think previous meeting that we might consider immediately going into an update including the 2015-2016 time series. What is the Board’s pleasure as far as that issue goes?
MR. BOYLES: Mr. Chairman we did talk about that and I’m a little conflicted to be honest with you, recognizing how much work it has taken to get us to this point, recognizing the amount of work. I don’t know that anybody is looking for things to do. There are a lot of bewildering questions for several of us that I think that I’ve got to do some work back home. I just wonder if the juice is worth the squeeze to do an update through 2016, to be honest with you at this point.

UPDATE ON SPOT AND ATLANTIC CROAKER BENCHMARK STOCK ASSESSMENTS

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Is there anyone that has an interest in that that we need to discuss? Seeing none; I guess we can move on to the next agenda item then. I think Jeff; you’re going to give a presentation about where we’re at with the spot and croaker assessments.

MR. JEFF KIPP: No presentation, just a brief update here. The Spot and Atlantic Croaker Assessment Modeling has been completed. Draft Assessment Reports have been completed and distributed to the Technical Committee and the Spot Plan Review Team and we’re actually having a call tomorrow to review those with the TC and the PRT, get their approval and then those documents will be ready for the peer review; which is schedule to occur in March. The results of those assessments and the peer review will be presented at the May board meeting.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Thank you, Jeff, any questions? Seeing none; we’ll just keep rolling.

CONSIDER 2016 FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN REVIEW AND STATE COMPLIANCE FOR SPOT

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Mike is going to give us a lightning quick presentation about the Compliance Reports for Spot.

MR. MIKE SCHMIDTKE: I will make this as quick as humanly possible. First I’ll go through the status of the fishery. This graph shows commercial harvest in blue and recreational harvest in red throughout the time series that we have. Total landings of spot in 2015 are estimated at 4.44 million pounds; that is a decrease from 2014, as well as a decrease from the ten-year average.

The commercial fishery accounted for 49 percent of these landings with 2.2 million pounds, and this is less than half of the 2015 commercial landings. Virginia landed the majority of the commercial harvest in 2015. The recreational graph that you see here shows harvest in millions of fish, the red bars are harvest, green bars are spot that were released.

Recreational harvest of spot along the Atlantic Coast has varied throughout the time series between 3.6 and 20.1 million fish. In 2015 the recreational harvest was 6.1 million fish and this was a decrease from 2014. The majority of recreational harvest was caught in South Carolina. Since an assessment is currently underway, we did not run a traffic light analysis for spot for 2015; so I’m just showing the results of the 2014 traffic light analysis.

What we see here is the 2014 harvest composite index, and this index has shown some decline from 2009 through 2012, but has increased since then and did not trip in 2014. The abundance composite index did trigger in 2014 with a mean read proportion of 43.5 percent. Overall management triggers were not tripped in 2014 since both the harvest and abundance indices were not above the 30 percent threshold.

Nonetheless the analyses showed that there are declining trends in the fishery independent indices, and we hope that the ongoing assessment will provide more insight on the recent trends of the fishery. The omnibus amendment does not require specific fishery management measures in either the recreational or commercial fisheries for states within the management unit.
There is a de minimis qualification if a state’s past three years of combined commercial and recreational catch is less than 1 percent of the past three years average of the coastwide combined commercial and recreational catch. Georgia has requested de minimis and qualifies under these standards. The PRT recommends that the Board approve the 2016 FMP review for spot, the compliance reports from the states as well as de minimis status for Georgia.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Questions. Yes sir, David.

MR. BUSH: Quick question for you. I’ve been getting sort of beat up back home. These are a nearshore fishery, especially the spot, croakers, things like that and a lot of the management decisions we’re hinging on have pretty big impacts back home, and they hinge on the abundance of some of these species or that’s a big arguing point in it. One of the questions that have been brought up repeatedly is the use or the impact of NEMAP data. I’ve tried to ask around a little bit and I’ve gotten a few answers that it has influenced and it’s been considered, it’s been reviewed, but really nothing numerical so to speak. The majority of again the fishery is in the 60 foot and less. If you’re showing a declining trend in independent indices, I’m curious where the independent data is coming from and why we’re not putting more emphasis on the NEMAP information if it is useable at this point.

MR. SCHMIDTKE: After talking to Jeff just now, the NEMAP data currently isn’t being used in the assessment model for spot. I would have to get more detail I guess from the Stock Assessment Team to be able to provide a more comprehensive answer, but the details surrounding each index that is and is not included will be outlined in the Stock Assessment Report.

MR. KIPP: I can just add to that. The NEMAP Index of Abundance is not being used in the model for spot. There is some biological data that is being used within the assessment and the NEMAP index is also being used in the sensitivity analysis; so it is included in the assessment in that fashion.

MR. O’REILLY: May I recommend approval of the 2016 spot FMP Review and also the rest of the screen flipped off, but the state compliance reports and there may have been something right after that. I guess the de minimis.

CHAIRMAN ESTES: Second. Pat. Is there any discussion? Move to approve the 2016 Fishery Management Plan Review for Spot, and approve the de minimis status for Georgia. Motion by Mr. O’Reilly and seconded by Mr. Geer. Is there any objection to this motion? Seeing none; motion passes.

ADJOURNMENT

Is there any other business to come before the board today? It’s a long time before dark, and if you all want to stay here we can do that. Seeing none; we are adjourned.

(Whereupon the meeting was adjourned at 3:29 o’clock p.m. on February 2, 2017.)